
OLIVIA ADRIATICA
Owner’s version yacht, for exclusive sailing holidays

is yacht is for people who love nature & ocean and 
who appreciate personal time. Owner’s version means 
that the yacht has comfortable setup and it is equipped 
with everything one would need to spend comfortable 
time away from crowded places in any part of a year.

You can enjoy a nature and ocean for a week to reset 
yourself and spend quality time with your family, friends 
and partners. Knowledgeable crew will make sure you 
have a great sailing experience, be safe along the way and 
introduce to you best local cuisine and beautiful 
locations.
Accommodation is arranged in three cabins each having 
it’s toilet. Nice kitchen and a big saloon will give you a 
feeling of home. e yacht has a beautiful classic design 
and shape in a royal blue color with a teak wood �nish. It 
is set-up for navigation in international and open waters 
and equipped with toys for fun time when anchoring.

ecology &
culture

Olivia yacht is a support ship for non-pro�t 
projects. We care about natural and cultural 
heritage by supporting BlueBag project to 
clean up our oceans from plastic and 
LuxMediterraneum preserving   



elegant & stylish



Yacht Tehnical Info

ź Location: Dubrovnik, Šibenik
ź Lenght overal: 16,75 m
ź Beam: 4,87 m - Dra: 2,30 m
ź Water tank: 930L
ź Engine: Yanmar 100 HP
ź Layout: 3 cabins + 3 toilets
ź Seperate crew cabin
ź Safety gear for internat. waters

Yacht Setup

ź Microwave, fridge & freezer
ź Forced air heating system
ź Air conditioning system
ź Generator 8.5 kW 230 V
ź TV set 20' in saloon
ź WiFi - unlimited
ź Dinghy + Outboard engine

What's inlcuded

ź Skipper + crew member
ź 2 paddle-boards
ź Snorkelling masks
ź Diesel – 15h/75L 
ź Tourist tax
ź Final cleaning

OLIVIA ADRIATICA
Perfect for active family holiday on a beautiful playground 

Sun Odyssey 54DS



Captain of  yacht Olivia
Reading a guestbook that Vlado keeps with him when 
sailing on Olivia is the best reference one can get. Sailing 
for 10 years he �rst worked as a sailing instructor, and 
later as skipper and outdoor guide. 

As a sailor Vlado is active in couple of organizations and 
participates in projects related to Mediterranean culture, 
ethnography, and ecology as a part of his lifestyle.  
Sailing and these projects goes hand in hand with his 
appreciation of nature and sea. Together with his team 
members and friends you will get a unique & authentic 
experiences. 

Whether you are looking for a quiet and nice family trip, 
romantic getaway or a true adventure, you are on the 
right address.  

OLIVIA ADRIATICA
Unforgettable romantic sunsets and starry nights

‘One of the most epic trips of my life’ 
*

‘ank you would never be enought to describe how I felt 
about past week’

*
‘Aer many years I felt echoes of childhood’

*
‘I never thought I would learn a latin dance from croatian’

*
‘is was my most relaxing vacation to date’

*
‘Amazing local food, I felt like beeing local’

*
‘I will be back for more... and more!’



yacht Olivia
saloon & rooms
ź one exclusive/master cabin
ź two standard cabins
ź big saloon

ELAFITI - DUBROVNIK
Exclusive sailing holidays

OLIVIA ADRIATICA
Islands and landscapes you will fall in love with

Agent name / Agency Contact:

Managment company:
LuxMediterranean Experience j.d.o.o.

www.luxmediterranean-experience.com

US TEL: + 1 917 941 4680   
EU TEL: +385 91 129 6262
info@anchorandwine.com



Legends Of e Light
photos from the book
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